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Example of Play 

Old School Hack:  the Fictive Way 

 

The DM has decided to try out Old School Hack by playing the Road to Baffram scenario. The basic 

scenario will be loaded out with sub-plots based on the adventuring motives of the characters. 

 

As people are finishing making their characters, the DM makes a list of adventuring motives and points of 

interest for each character on a side sheet, or mentally, summarized here. (The full write-up of each is at 

the end.) 

 

Brief Character Notes for Planning 

 

The DM shares a further motive with each player, noted here as a point under each name. This describes 

why they are going to the thriving port city of Baffram. 

 

Ylessa of Geldurk. Cleric of Geldurk. Female. (AC 12) [Charm of 3! Commitment 16 and Daring 19.] 

Motive: You are dissatisfied with the leader of your church, and want regional control to do it right.  

 The biggest regional temple in the area is in Baffram—a good place to get noticed by the powerful. 

 

Wiry Wallace. Gladiator. Male. (AC 10) [Low Brawn and Commitment, not one high stat.] 

Motive: The arena lost its spice. Only death eases boredom. Only mortal combat catches your interest. 

 Baffram has a famous underground fight club circuit that has to-the-death matches sometimes.  

 

Dartnos. (Just Dartnos. Really.) Hobbin. Male. (AC 8) [Daring 5. Has bagpipes.] Bapipes, Dwarfish. 

Motive: Three generations ago, family stopped keeping up the genealogy book. Find family, fill it out.  

 A big enclave moved to Baffram about 64 years ago; you hear there’s a whole quarter of hobbins. 

 

Gettry the Shooter. Hunter. Female. (AC 8) Trailsign. 

Motive: Humans make no sense. Why won’t the elves allow you into their society? Find acceptance. 

 Rumors of islander elves that are more accepting, and may give insight and recommendations. 

Baffram is a port city, so from there it’s likely you can find out more. 

 

Sir Aluman Itchrastle Scrotch. Knight. Male. (AC 12) [Awareness 3! Charm 17!] Heavily 

armed/armored. 

Motive: The one you love is not an advantageous political match. Find a way to marry anyway.  

 Your uncle, Lord Cleotus, lives in Baffram and may be able to put in a good word with your family. 

 

Goffrell the Obfuscational. Magic User. Male. (AC 9) [Brawn 6, Charm 4, Cunning 18] Draconic. 

Aglatch. 

Motive: Ugly rumors, demons have been hunting wizards. Find out why before you are next. 

 Baffram has a massive library. If you can get into it, then you can research to get more background. 

 

Sub Plot Elements to Prepare 

 

As a picture of the group comes together, the DM considers how to add some spice based on their 

objectives. 

 Demon Attack. Sure, demons are following Goffrell. When things get slow, or hectic, they will attack. 

Need to think about what they look like and how they work. Jot some quick notes. 
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o Hunter Demon, Scout. AC 10. 5 Wounds. Corded muscle under a black hide, red eyes, hisses. 

 Immune to Magic. AP: 1 per spell level. Magic does not harm it (though defensive 

spells and so on work fine.) 

 Sneaky. Awareness difficulty 10 to spot it in shadows. 

 Tough. Ignore first wound from any attack. 

 Wicked Claws. 1 AP. Damage as a heavy weapon. 

 

Prepare to Start 

 

Everyone sits down at the table. There are 6 players, the DM puts 20 chips in the bowl; not the 2.5 

recommended, but what she feels comfortable with for a start. 

 

She tells them they have been traveling together with a caravan on the Fydria trade route, sticking 

together for safety on the dangerous road. She notes the caravan was led by Olaffson, a narrow nervous 

man, and his steward Hemrial. The caravan has stopped at Gretchia, on the road to Baffram, and the 

characters have a chance to relax in the Unsteady Wench Tavern. 

 

She gives them a chance to describe themselves to the others, and they go around the table. 

 Ylessa has a hilarious bit about her spear and her hostility, so she gets an AP.  

 Wiry Wallace has an Irish accent so hilarious he gets a couple APs. 

 Sir Scrotch and his enormous moustache and eyebrows cracks the group up; he gets 4 APs. 

 

Socializing 

 

Since the players have not gotten to play their characters yet, there is a brief opportunity for role play and 

gathering rumors, some friendly social interaction until the DM gets bored. 

 

 Arm Wrestling. A loudmouth guard is challenging people to arm wrestle, for 5 gold to the winner. 

Wiry Wallace has -1 on Brawn, but hey. He accepts the challenge. The guard rolls a 4 and is +1, so 5;  

Wallace rolls an 8; even at -1, he wins handily and gets the 5 gold. 

o Intimidation. The guard gets surly, being a big fella. That’s Charm or Brawn against Daring. 

The guard chooses Brawn, he’s +1 there, and rolls a 5 (+1 is 6). Wallace rolls a 6, no 

modifier. As a tie, Wallace is not intimidated. 

 If Wallace had failed, he’d be -2 to all rolls until he took a focus action to roll Daring 

again, to beat the difficulty the guard set. 

 The guard slinks off. 

 Collecting Rumors. Dartnos’s player is experienced, he has his character chat up the bartender for 

local gossip. 

o Normally Dartnos could only listen, because he has a Charm penalty. However, being a 

hobbin, his -1 is +2, total +1. So he can roll once for basics, and again for his +1. The 

difficulty is 4. 

 Dartnos’ player rolls a 9 for the first one. The DM plays a half-sauced barkeep with 

mutton chops who is hard of hearing, and randomizes 1d5 for a rumor, getting a 4—

the caravan they came in with faces too much danger to continue on, and plans to 

disband. The bartender is a bit concerned by this; glad to have extra customers for a 

day or two, but this bodes poorly for the town’s future. 

o Alarmed, Dartnos goes for another roll, checking with the super friendly barmaid with 

freckles. 

 Dartnos’ player rolls a 12. The DM randomizes, getting another 3, so rolls again, 

getting a 1. The barmaid is looking forward to traveling to where she has family, 
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some village to the south; the inn will close soon, prices are so good because trade is 

going around them, an evil wizard is blocking the trade route. 

 Goffrell’s player is impressed that Dartnos is getting info, tosses him an AP. 

o Now into role-playing instead of mechanically generating rumors, the DM and Dartnos’ 

player have a brief discussion of how there are these sand wizard thingies, you know? Out in 

the desert with all the rocks and stuff, and they do all kinds of weird stuff, and they are 

blocking the road through the desert, they are super creepy and smell, you know? 

o As an experienced player, the guy running Dartnos has him go talk to the wizard in the group, 

Goffrell (who has a Charm modifier of -2 and is nursing his sour beer in the corner.) A 

wizard? What might Goffrell know about this? 

 The DM decides the Khuselb wizards are sufficiently famous that Goffrell knows 

there are an order of hermit-like wizards in the desert between here and Baffram, that 

they are secretive and hostile, and that they manipulate sand and rocks. 

 Goffrell’s player wants to know more, so the DM lets him test Awareness difficulty 

9. Goffrell’s player rolls a 2. He doesn’t have enough Awesome Points to boost that 

roll even if he wanted to. 

 The Inevitable Barmaid Seduction. Meanwhile Wallace has gotten bored, so he hits on a barmaid. 

Wallace goes for a Charm test, and the DM sets the difficulty at 6. 

o Wallace’s player rolls a 2. However, he has 2 APs he got for his charming Irish accent as he 

introduced his character; he explains to the barmaid that while he does in fact smell, and is 

weedy, and is missing some key teeth, he’s got a charming brogue, and that demonstrates a 

certain skill and charm beyond the details. He spends 2 APs, raising his roll by +4, to the 6 

needed. He scurries off with the barmaid, and several laughing players toss him APs. 

 Wallace’s player notes he has spent 2 APs—10 more, he gets to level 2. 

 

Attack! 

 

The DM has had some fun in the inn, and senses the ebbing of the mood, and so informs the players that 

their characters hear a disruption outside; shouts of dismay, the flare of fire, grinding and smashing 

sounds. 

 Ylessa’s player quips about Wallace getting lucky, and gets a couple APs.  

 

Still not in combat rounds. Most of the characters don’t have armor, so they pick up their weapons and 

head out of the inn to investigate. Ylessa has other ideas. 

 

Eager to try out her spell, Ylessa asks how many patrons are in the tavern; about 10. She looks out the 

window and sees a rock monster and some waist-high sand-things attacking caravan guards; she grins. 

 She casts “Steal Reason.” She has a Commitment of 16, so she can affect up to 16 wounds’ worth of 

people (easily covering the 10 in the bar.) They all can save by rolling a 10 on a d12; amazingly, half 

do! Still, Ylessa hefts her spear and heads out of the tavern with 5 mindless fighters each with 2 

wounds; the bartender, some barmaids, a couple locals. 

o Astonished, three other players give Ylessa APs for her ruthless appropriation of local color 

for violence. 

 

Wallace’s player jokes that he is currently a lover, and later a fighter; he gets a couple APs tossed his 

way. The DM notes that there are only 6 APs left in the bowl. Time for a smack-down to feed the bowl. 

 

Dartnos, Gettry, Sir Scrotch, and Goffrell already headed out to see what the ruckus was about; Ylessa 

and her 5 mindless warriors are right at their heels.  
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The DM quickly sketches out some arenas on the dry erase board, eyeing the sample map in the scenario. 

Since the characters came out the back door of the inn, they are now in the same arena as 15 sand minions 

and 3 rock monsters, who just finished off the caravan guards! 

 

ROUND ONE 

 

Time to work out initiative for round 1. The DM tells the group that all 15 sand minions plan to attack, 

and the rock monsters are moving into the stable. 

 

Dartnos wants to move to the tents, out of easy melee range. Gettry wants to go along. Goffrell wants to 

cast his “Scrimmage Line” spell to get protection before he mixes it up; he doesn’t even have to ask, 

Ylessa volunteers to protect him while he casts. She sends her 5 mindless warriors against the sand 

critters. 

 

Sir Scrotch doesn’t want the rock monsters to move off, but he can’t attack them before they go (since 

attack is phase 5 and move is phase 4.) He decides to impede one, pitting his Daring against its Cunning 

to prevent it from moving, risking its counter-attack in phase 4. 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1  Ylessa 

2   

3  Goffrell, Scrotch 

4 3 rock monsters Dartnos, Gettry 

5 15 sand minions 5 mindless warriors 

6   

 

Ylessa goes first, leaping in front of Goffrell and brandishing her spear. Then, Goffrell starts casting, and 

Sir Scrotch moves to intercept a rock monster. (No need to roll initiative for them, they don’t care who 

goes first.) 

 

Sir Scrotch rolls a 2 on his Daring, and the monster rolls a 10 on its cunning. It is not impeded, but at least 

it does not get a counter-attack. 

 

The three rock monsters move into the stable as Dartnos and Gettry leap into cover by the tents, ranged 

weapons ready for the next round. (No need to roll initiative, they don’t care who goes first.) 

 

Now for the big melee. Initiative!  

 The DM rolls once for the sand minions, getting 10. 

 The DM rolls once for the mindless warriors, getting 6. 

 

The DM decides 2 sand minions will attack each mindless warrior, and resolves that first.  

 The DM rolls 2d for each pair of sand minions. The mindless warriors have AC 8. 

o The first roll is 10, so the warrior takes a wound. However, each has 2, because of the spell. 

o The second is also 10. 

o The third is 15. 

o The fourth is 11. 

o The fifth is 16. 

 All 5 of the mindless warriors have taken a wound—but they kept 10 sand minions 

busy for a round. 

 Of the remaining 5 sand minions, 3 attack Sir Scrotch, and 2 attack Ylessa. 
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o The pack attacking Sir Scrotch roll a 9, 9, and 6; adding the top 2 together, that’s 18. He takes 

a wound— 

 Sir Scrotch’s player has 4 APs, and spends 2 to avoid the damage, describing a sort 

of spinny move with a war-holler. 

 Ylessa’s player likes that, gives him an AP. 

o The pair on Ylessa roll 14, a hit. She takes her wound. 

 Counter attacking, she rolls a 6—a miss. 

 

The mindless warriors get their shot. Each one rolls 1d10 trying to hit an 8 (since they are minions.) Three 

hit, and one of those is a hit to the face! The various frypans, knives, barstools, and whatnot lash 

mercilessly into the shifting sand creatures, blowing 3 of the 10 apart. 

 

Goffrell’s spell is cast, as he is unharmed by segment 7. He has 4 minions that look a lot like him, 

protecting him. 

 

ROUND TWO 
 

The DM explains that the three rock monsters are going to fight this round, and the sand minions are 

going to—impede? Huh. 

 She lets loose an evil laugh, worth at least 3 Awesome Points, which clatter into the bowl. 

 

Goffrell, feeling safer supplied with magic bodyguards, will go after the rock monsters to see what they 

are up to. Ylessa agrees that’s a good idea, and will go along. 

 

Dartnos and Gettry are going to both shoot from the safety of an adjacent arena. 

 

It is up to Scrotch to make the smack-down, with the 5 mindless warriors. 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1   

2  Dartnos. Gettry. 

3 12 sand minions.  

4  Ylessa. Goffrell. 

5 3 rock monsters.  Scrotch. 5 mindless warriors. 

6   

 

Dartnos and Gettry go first, as they are shooting. They don’t care which goes first, so Dartnos attacks. 

Both of them are +2 to hit because they are using ranged weapons against a target in an open arena. 

 Dartnos rolls 10 (+2), easily hitting a sand creature with his sling. It flies apart. 

 Gettry looses an arrow, rolling an 8 (+2). Another sand thing crumbles. 

o They exchange a high-five and give each other an Awesome Point from the bowl. 

 

The sand minions go next, impeding. There are 10 left; 5 move to block Ylessa, 5 to block Goffrell.  

 The 5 on Ylessa roll on the d12: 7, 3, 3, 8, 1. She rolls her Cunning, which is +1: 7, so 8. 

o Of all 5, she ties the highest, so is not impeded. 

 The 5 on Goffrell roll. 10, 8, 7, 5, 1. 

o Goffrell’s player asks if he can deflect them with his scrimmage line summoned images, 

so the scrimmage line is impeded but he is not. The DM thinks about that, and says he 

can do it if he is willing to spend 1 Awesome Point each. Yeah, he doesn’t have any. 
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 Other players are amused by his puppy dog face, Ylessa’s player gives him an 

Awesome Point from the bowl. A sympathy awesome. Everyone laughs. 

o He rolls his Cunning, which is +4! And he rolls an 11, total 15. No problem anyway. 

 

Next, Ylessa and Goffrell move into the barn, in time to see the looming rock monsters smashing at 

horses! But they are too slow to intervene. 

 

Initiative for the combat phase: 

 5 mindless warriors: 8 

 3 rock monsters: 6 

 Sir Scrotch: 4 

 

The sand minions moved to impede others, but since they are still in the same arena, they can move and 

act just fine. Likewise, the mindless warriors they left behind can do the same. The 5 mindless warriors 

flail away at the group that tried to slow Ylessa. They only roll 1d10 to hit, because they are minions. 

None of them hit an 8 AC. 5, 3, 6, 7, 5. 

 

The 3 rock monsters attack horses; they roll 10, 16, and 14. The horses have an AC of 8; the rock 

monsters count as Very Heavy Weapon attacks, so they do 2 to one horse, and 4 to each of the other 

two… the horses are a meaty smear. 

 Animal cruelty. Yeah, it’s a bad scene. So the apologetic DM tosses 2 Awesome Points per horse into 

the bowl as an apology. 

 

Sir Scrotch is going to be fancy. He pursues (within the same arena) the 5 that tried to impede Goffrell. 

He refers to a rule on fighting minions: 

 When fighting a mass of minions in hand-to-hand, the character can spend Awesome Points to hit 

more than one minion with one roll. The character can add 1 melee-range minion target per 

Awesome Point spent, up to +1 per 1 higher on the roll to hit. Damage can be spread among those 

targeted. 

So he rolls to hit: he gets 15, AND he rolls a 10 on the face die! He has a heavy weapon, so he does 2 

wounds, +1 for rolling a 10 on the face die, so 3. Sand minions are AC 8 with 1 wound each. He hits the 

one target, and adds 2 targets by spending 2 Awesome Points. His mighty blade shears through three sand 

minions! He inflicts 1 wound each, and that’s enough. They fly apart. 

 Okay, that was just cool. All 5 other players give him an Awesome Point. 

 

ROUND THREE 
 

The DM reveals that the 7 sand minions are going to fight, as are the 3 rock monsters. 

 

Dartnos and Gettry like this “shooting” idea, and will keep it up. Ylessa, Goffrell, Scrotch, and the 5 

mindless warriors will all continue to fight. 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1   

2  Dartnos. Gettry. 

3   

4   

5 3 rock monsters. 7 sand minions. Scrotch. 5 mindless warriors. Ylessa. Goffrell. 

6   
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Dartnos and Gettry shoot at sand minions. They don’t care, so Dartnos goes first. 

 Dartnos rolls 17 (+2) for a solid hit, and a sand thing sprays to bits. 

 Gettry rolls a 19 (+2) with a 10 on the face die! 2 wounds to the minion, who is history. 

 

Initiative for the fighters— 

 Sir Scrotch. 9. 

 Ylessa. 9. 

 Goffrell. 7. 

 5 mindless warriors. 7. 

 5 sand minions.5. 

 3 rock monsters. 2. 

 

Sir Scrotch pounces at the clump of beleaguered sand minions, slashing brutally. He only gets a 6. 

 His inherent ability, “Elite” allows him to spend 1 Awesome Point to raise a single combat roll by 2 

once per arena after rolling. He does so immediately—just enough to hit. 

 Because he got just enough to hit, he does not get to add Awesome Points to hit more targets. So only 

one goes down in a spray of grit! 

 

Meanwhile, in the stable, Ylessa cries out and attacks with her spear, aiming at a rock monster. She rolls 

9, and their AC is 14—not even close. 

 

That doesn’t make Goffrell feel much better, but he swipes with his staff. He rolls a 16—a hit! So he 

inflicts 1 wound. 

 

Meanwhile, out in the open, the 5 mindless warriors pummel at the 4 remaining sand minions, so two can 

attack one—they roll 2d10 and get 12, knocking it down. The other 3 roll individually, 1d10. 10, 3, 8. 

Two more go down, leaving only 1 left! 

 

The remaining sand minion tries to tear up one of the mindless warriors, but rolls a demoralized and 

pathetic 1. 

 

Back in the stable, all 3 rock monsters turn on Goffrell and his mob of protectors! They roll 19, 15, and17 

to hit—three of his four “bodyguards” vanish, thankfully without the crunchy broken meat sounds and 

gurgling screams. Goffrell finds himself sweating profusely. 

 

ROUND FOUR 

 

The DM notes that the 3 rock monsters are going to crush the daylights out of those in the stable, and the 

remaining sand minion will attack. 

 

Dartnos and Gettry like shooting. It seems safer somehow.  

 

Scrotch and the 5 mindless warriors are going to move, to reinforce Ylessa and Goffrell, who will fight. 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1   

2  Dartnos. Gettry. 

3   

4  Scrotch. 5 mindless warriors. 

5 3 rock monsters. 1 sand minion. Ylessa. Goffrell. 
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6   

 

Dartnos slings a rock at the sand creature, rolling 11 (+2) and blowing it apart. 

 

Gettry changed her mind, and wants to move, since there is nothing to shoot at. The DM allows it, if she 

spends an Awesome Point. She does so, moving into the open space between the inn and the stable. 

 Gettry’s player gives an AP from the bowl to Dartnos’s player for finishing off that huge mass of 

sand minions! Yeah! 

 

Scrotch and the 5 mindless warriors move into the stable as Gettry moves into the open area. 

 

Fight! Initiative. 

 Ylessa. 11. 

 Goffrell. 7. 

 3 rock monsters. 7. 

 

Ylessa strikes the rock monster that Goffrell already injured, with her spear, rolling 14—just enough to hit 

the heavily armored rock things. She thinks this fight might go on too long, so she burns 2 Awesome 

Points to kick the damage up to 2—hit it right in a knee joint! 

 

Inspired, Goffrell also goes for a two handed staff strike at the same one. He rolls a 12, not enough. 

 

The three rock monsters crowd around, two attacking Goffrell and one Ylessa. 

 The one on Ylessa rolls double 1s, and totally misses! 

 The first one attacking Goffrell rolls 14, smashing his last magical protector. 

 The second one attacking Goffrell rolls 8—he is saved by having a reach weapon give him +1 AC. 

o Goffrell tactfully reminds his peers that he only has one Awesome Point—how can that 

be? They agree that is strange, and he gets a couple mercy Awesome Points. 

 

ROUND FIVE 

 

The DM notes that the 3 rock monsters are going to fight. 

 

Gettry is adjacent to the stable, so she will shoot inside. Dartnos is going to move into the open area, next 

to Gettry. Goffrell is going to try to cast another spell. Ylessa, Scrotch, and 5 mindless warriors are going 

to school the rock monsters! 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1   

2  Gettry. 

3  Goffrell. 

4  Dartnos.  

5 3 rock monsters. Scrotch. 5 mindless warriors. Ylessa.  

6   

 

Gettry snaps a shot off—she only rolls a 3, total miss. Dartnos joins her. 

 

Goffrell is relieved to have someone else drawing attention. Even though rock monsters loom overhead, 

he spends 2 Awesome Points to recharge his spent rested ability, and begins to cast Scrimmage Line 

again. 
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 The DM reminds him that recharging a rested ability can only happen outside combat. He notes that 

is true for most, but he will spend an extra Awesome Point, and his instructor trained him that rest 

and adrenaline can get you to the same place, when you are a battle wizard. The DM shrugs and 

allows it. 

 

Initiative for fighters! 

 5 mindless warriors. 6 

 Scrotch. 4 

 Ylessa. 3 

 Rock monsters. 3 

 

The 5 mindless warriors all gang up on a single undamaged rock monster, rolling 5d10 and keeping the 

top 2 to hit. 3, 8, 7, 4, 8. 16 is a hit! They do 1 damage. 

 

Scrotch leaps at the one the mindless warriors are fighting, rolling a 4. He can’t boost that to a hit; his 

attacks clatter off stone plating. 

 

Ylessa shouts a prayer to her wrathful god and strikes: 15! She inflicts 1 wound, and again boosts it to 2 

wounds by spending 2 Awesome Points and aiming for the connecting point under its “chin.” 

 This one has taken 5 damage, but still has not fallen. That makes the group uneasy. 

 

One rock monster smashes Ylessa, one attacks the mindless warriors, and one attacks Goffrell. 

 Ylessa: it gets 9 to hit—misses! 

 Mindless warriors: 8. One is crushed. 

 Goffrell: 9. His reach weapon cannot save him this time, he takes 2 wounds. 

o The good news is, his interrupted spell is not lost, just interrupted and not functional right 

now. 

 

ROUND SIX 
 

The DM tells the players that one of the rock monsters continues to fight, and the other two break off and 

head out into the dusk. 

 

Dartnos and Gettry will shoot. The rest decide to attack anyway. If a rock monster wants to leave, let it 

go! 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1   

2  Dartnos. Gettry. 

3   

4 2 rock monsters.  

5 1 rock monster. Scrotch. 4 mindless warriors. Ylessa. Goffrell. 

6   

 

Dartnos is used to shooting first by now, and Gettry is fine with that, so Dartnos aims for the wounded 

one and lets fly. Rolls 9 and misses. 

 

Gettry shoots at the same injured one, rolling 11 which is not enough. 

 

The two injured rock monsters lumber out into the open as the archer and the slinger dart out of their path. 
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Initiative for fighters! 

 Rock monster. 9 

 4 mindless warriors. 6. 

 Sir Scrotch. 5. 

 Goffrell. 4. 

 Ylessa. 1. 

 

The mighty rock monster attacks Ylessa. Why? Who knows, with rock monsters? 

 It rolls 9, not enough. 

 

The 4 mindless warriors combine their efforts in the fight; 3, 4, 10, 10! And on the face die! 

 They inflict 2 wounds on the rock monster. 

 

Sir Scrotch, not to be outdone, leaps into battle with a strange howl. He gets a 16, and spends 2 Awesome 

Points to boost his damage to 3. 

 

Goffrell smells blood in the water, and strikes with his staff, rolling 13. One short. 

 

Ylessa refuses to miss; she rolls 19, with a 10 on the face die! Her spear rams in between torso plates, 

disconnecting something important, and the whole thing slides apart like poorly stacked boulders, rocks 

thudding and crashing all around. 

 

ROUND SEVEN 
 

The DM points out that the two injured rock monsters continue striding towards the open desert. 

 

Dartnos and Gettry will fire on them, and the rest will pile out of the stable in pursuit. 

 

 NPCs PCs 

1   

2  Dartnos. Gettry. 

3   

4 2 rock monsters Scrotch. 4 mindless warriors. Ylessa. Goffrell. 

5   

6   

 

Dartnos’ player rolls 8 (+2) and makes unbecoming swearing noises at his dice. 

 That string of unflattering comments is new to a player, who awards him an Awesome Point. 

 

Gettry takes a shot, 7 (+2) misses. 

 

ROUND EIGHT—COMBAT IS OVER 
 

The DM, unsurprisingly, says the two surviving rock monsters continue out into the desert. Does the party 

want to give chase? No. No they do not.  

 

The four mindless warriors shake their heads, dazed, then fall over; they are each wounded, and when 

they lost the extra wound from the spell, that puts them down to bleed out or be unconscious. With the 
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characters there, they are all stabilized, they’ll be fine. (And Ylessa does not miss the opportunity to point 

out their incredible bravery in defending the inn!) 

 

Goffrell takes a few minutes to bandage his injury from the rock monster, his wounds are erased. 

 

Dartnos, Gettry, and Goffrell each get 2 Awesome Points directly from the DM for surviving the fight 

unarmored. Also, the group made it through their first fight, so the DM dumps 10 Awesome Points in the 

bowl to celebrate. 

 

Awesome Point Economy Update 

 

The DM put 39 Awesome Points in the bowl. 

 The players handed out 27 of those points to each other. 

o Of those, 17 have been spent.  

 DM gave 6 Awesome Points directly to players. 

 There are currently 12 Awesome Points in the bowl. 

 

A player must spend 12 Awesome Points through their character for the character to gain a level. 

 

Name Currently 

Has 

Has 

Spent 

Spend to 

Level 

Total 

Received 

Ylessa of Geldurk 0 4 8 4 

Wiry Wallace 4 2 10 6 

Dartnos 5 0 12 5 

Gettry the Shooter 2 1 11 3 

Sir Aluman Itchrastle Scrotch 3 7 5 10 

Goffrell the Obfuscational 2 3 9 5 
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Sample Characters 

 
Six characters. Four randomly generated templates based on the chart in the table of contents (with a magic user and 

cleric added to show how spellcasting works). Characters listed alphabetically by template. Attributes rolled and 

assigned one by one. Starting talent randomized. Gender randomized. Decision on pack based on Brawn, ability to 

carry heavy objects. Weaponry and armor uses common sense, with those relying on ranged attacks or lots of 

Awesome Points not taking armor. Random motives. 

 

Inherent abilities are in brackets at the beginning of the line with their talents. 

 

Ylessa of Geldurk. Female. (AC 12) 

Cleric. Awareness 9, Brawn 7 (-1), Charm 3 (-2), Commitment 16 (+3), Cunning 13 (+1), Daring 19 (+4). 

 [Divine Favor] [Geldurk]. Steal Reason. 

 Holy vestments, holy symbol, incense. 25 gold. Spear (reach). Light armor. 

Motive: You are dissatisfied with the leader of your church, and want regional control to do it right.  

 

Wiry Wallace. Male. (AC 10) 

Gladiator. Awareness 7 (-1), Brawn 7 (-1), Charm 10, Commitment 6 (-1), Cunning 11, Daring 11. 

 [Built] Feint. 

 Wooden sword, 8 gold. Chain mace (reach). Light armor. 

Motive: The arena lost its spice. Only death eases boredom. Only mortal combat catches your interest.  

 

Dartnos. (Just Dartnos. Really.) Male. (AC 8) 

Hobbin. Awareness 13 (+1), Brawn 10, Charm 8 (-1,+2), Commitment 16 (+3), Cunning 9, Daring 5 (-2). 

 [Socially Gifted] Evasive. 

o Bagpipes, Dwarfish language. 

 Small bagpipe, pipeweed and pipe, pumice stone, pouch of spices, wheel of cheese, loaf of bread, apple. 9 

silver. Sling (range) 20 stones. 

Motive: Three generations ago, your family stopped keeping up the genealogy book. Find family, fill it out.  

 

Gettry the Shooter. Female. (AC 8) 

Hunter. Awareness 12 (+1), Brawn 10, Charm 7 (-1), Commitment 6 (-1), Cunning 11, Daring 10. 

 [Forage] Butchery. 

o Trailsign language. 

 Leather clothes. 12 silver. Bow (range) 20 shots. 

Motive: Humans make no sense. Why won’t the elves allow you into their society? Find acceptance.  

 

Sir Aluman Itchrastle Scrotch. Male. (AC 12) 

Knight. Awareness 3 (-2), Brawn 14 (+2), Charm 17 (+3), Commitment 6 (-1), Cunning 13 (+1), Daring 14 (+2) 

 [Elite] Logistician. 

 Signet ring, tabard and shield with heraldry. 160 gold. Broadsword (heavy), heavy shield, heavy armor. (3 

heavy items, but counts as 2 because of Logistician.) 

Motive: The one you love is not an advantageous political match. Find a way to marry anyway.  

 

Goffrell the Obfuscational. Male. (AC 9) 

Magic User. Awareness 13 (+1), Brawn 6 (-1), Charm 4 (-2), Commitment 15 (+2), Cunning 18 (+4), Daring 15 

(+2). 

 [Veil Touch] [Aglatch]. Scrimmage Line. 

o Draconic language. 

 5 doses of flashpowder, scroll case. 60 gold. Fancy staff (reach). 

Motive: Ugly rumors, demons have been hunting wizards. Find out why before you are next.  

 


